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Application of Ordered Standard Bases
to Catastrophe Theory
R. G . COWELL
Department of Statistical Science, University College London,
University of London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT .
A theory of ordered standard bases is developed to provide an efficient algorithm for
calculating the Boardman symbols of elementary catastrophes. For most classified ele-
mentary catastrophes this considerably simplifies the recognition problem . The theory
of ordered standard bases has many parallels to the closely related theory of Gróbner
bases in polynomial ideal theory.
1 . Introduction
Elementary catastrophe theory was developed by Thom(1975) from ideas in differential
topology and dynamical systems theory, motivated largely by a desire to be able to apply
mathematical modelling to the irregular, asymmetrical systems that arise in biology .
However it has been successfully applied to many other areas (Poston & Stewart, 1978) .
Mathematically, elementary catastrophe theory provides a local classification of the
critical or singular points of smooth functions
0
: C" -* C, (or R" --+ R ), and the analysis
of their stability properties under small perturbations . Singularities are classified into
right-equivalence classes, such that
0 is right-equivalent to ¢' if there exists a diffeomor-
phism which maps
0
to 0' . The classification is performed in terms of a set of topological
numbers. For each singularity these are invariant under right-equivalence transforma-
tions. An important topological invariant in catastrophe theory is the determinacy of a
singularity (Poston & Stewart, 1978), which is defined to be the least positive integer
k such that the singularity 0 is right-equivalent to its k - jet, (written 0
= Jk¢) . The
k - jet of a function is the set of terms of degree up to and including k in its (possibly
multivariate) Taylor expansion about the origin . Thus problems in catastrophe theory
can frequently be reduced to problems in finite dimensional vector spaces on considering
the jet spaces of singularities .
Another set of topological numbers is provided by the Boardman symbol of a singu-
larity, a term defined in section 5 . Briefly, it consists of a set of integers, the dimensions
of certain quotient spaces, which can in principle be calculated by performing Gaus-
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sian row reduction of a matrix associated with the singularity . In practice the matrix
is generally so large that this is either an inefficient or impractical method . This paper
is concerned with an efficient method of finding the Boardman symbol of a singularity,
based upon the imposition of a total degree ordering on a fixed (local) system of coor-
dinates. The ordering facilitates the construction of an ordered standard basis for the
Jacobian ideal, from which the Boardman symbol is easily found . Standard bases were
introduced by Hironaka(1964), who gave an inconstructive proof of their existence . In-
dependently, Buchberger(1965, 1970) presented an algorithm for constructing standard
bases, which he called Gröbner bases . Since then, many papers have dealt with the
theory and application of Gröbner bases ; for a survey see Buchberger(1985) .
The paper is developed as follows . In the next section the concept of a total degree
ordering is defined . In section 3 several operations on ordered polynomials are introduced .
Section 4 defines the term ordered standard basis, and gives an algorithm for constructing
an ordered standard basis of a set of polynomials . In section 5 the Boardman symbol of
a singularity is defined, and an algorithm to find the Boardman symbol of a singularity
is presented. The correctness of the algorithm is proved in section 6 . Section 7 illustrates
the algorithm with an example of constructing an ordered basis for a singularity . Section
8 concludes the paper with a brief comparison of the theory of Gröbner bases to the theory
of ordered standard bases and related applications to singularity theory . There are many
parallels between the application, to catastrophe theory, of the ordered standard bases
constructed below, and the application of Gröbner bases to solving a system of algebraic
equations. Where convenient, certain notation employed by Buchberger(1985) will be
used, although sometimes with a modified meaning, in order to exhibit these parallels .
2 . Total degree ordering
Let C denote the field of complex numbers and let C[x] denote the ring of multivariate
polynomials over C in the n indeterminates x = {x 1 , . . ., x„} . Let Cd[x] denote the set of
elements of C[x] which do not have terms of degree greater than d; thus C d[x] = {Jdy I y
E
C[x]} . The set Cd[x] inherits some of the ring structure of C[x] if under multiplication
any terms of degree greater than d arising in the product of two or more elements
are set to zero ; denote this truncated multiplication by ®, (the degree of truncation
will be clear from the context) . For example, if x = {y}, then y + y 2 E C 2 [y], and
(y
+ y2)®(y + y 2 ) = y2 . The following subsets of C[x] will be used throughout :
Or [x] = {y E C[x] I y is at least order r in x},
H"[x] = {y E C[x] I y is homogeneous degree r in x},
M[x] = {y E C[x] I y is a monomial in x},
M r [x] = {
y E
Mr [x] y is a monomial of homogeneous degree r in x} .
Ideals in C'[x] may be defined as follows. If F = { fl, . . ., fm } is a set of elements in
Cd[x], then the ideal generated by F, denoted by (F)d , is
m l
(F) d E
~y
= gi®h I g+ E Cd[x] },
i_i
or equivalently,
m
	
`
(F)d =
ly
= Jd
(1:
gi .Ïi
gi E C[x] } .
Definition 2 .1. A total degree ordering imposed on the monomial elements of C d[x] and
denoted by <T obeys the following rules .
(T1) 1 <T
t b t # 1 .
(T2) If the degree of s is less than the degree of t, then a
<T
t .
(T3) If s <T t then s®u <T t®u `d u E M[x] such that s®u :
0 .
(T4)t<TO dt#O .
T4 is included for convenience, although strictly 0 is not a monomial element of C d [x],
but is any monomial in Cd [x] with coefficient 0 . If d = oo, then T4 is redundant and
Cd[x] = C[x] . An example of a total degree ordering is purely lexicographical ordering
which, for x = {u, v} and u <T v, takes the form
1<Tu<TV<Tu2 <Tuv<T v2 <Tu3 <T . . . .
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Definition 2 .2. Let an ordering <T be fixed on the monomial elements of C"[x], and
denote the monomial elements of C d [x] by the set {si l i = 1, . . . , Id} such that sl = 1 and
Si <T si+1
for each i . Then the ordinal value of the monomial si, written Ordinal(si), is
the positive integer i, with Ordinal(0) - Id + 1 .
3 . Reduction of a polynomial modulo a set
Assume for the remainder of this paper that an ordering <T is fixed ; (in all examples
purely lexicographical ordering is employed). Then for elements f E Cd[x] define the
following :
Coef(f, t) the coefficient of the monomial t in f,
MinMon(f) __ the minimum monomial ( with respect to <T) in f with
non-zero coefficient,
Min Coef(f) __ the coefficient of MinMon(f),
Degree(f) . the degree of MinMon(f ), (Degree(O) _- d + 1),
LCM(fl, f2) __ the least common multiple of MinMon(f1) and MinMon(f2) .
Definition 3 .1 . Let F be a non empty set of elements of Cd[x], and let g be a non zero
element of C d[x] such that Degree(f) < Degree(g) for each element f E F. Then,
a) g reduces to h modulo F, (written g.Fh), if there exists f E F, h E
Cd[_,] , U
E M[x]
and ,8 E C, such that g is reducible using f, ,O and u (written g_r,p,u ) and h = g-pu®f .
b) g-f,p, u if and only if there exists u E M[x] and ß E C such that MinMon(g) _
u®MinMon(f) and ,6 = MinCoef(g)/MinCoef(f) .
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Thus, if g . .. Fh, the minimum monomial of g may be removed from g by subtracting
a suitable multiple of an element of F to yield h . Repeated reduction will be denoted
by the symbol ==> . Thus g*Fh if h can be obtained from g by a sequence of reductions
modulo F.
Lemma 3.1 . If g $ 0 and g.Fh, then MinMon(g) <T MinMon(h) .
Proof. If h = 0 this is trivial. Otherwise MinMon(g) <T hi for each monomial hi
appearing in h with non zero coefficient, because each such hi appears either in g or in
u®f,, but is never equal to MinMon(g) .
Definition 3 .2. (a) g is in reduced form modulo F if and only if there does not exist a
g' E Cd[x] such that g-.Fg' .
(b) h is a normal form of g modulo F if and only if
g=: -Fh
and h is in reduced form
modulo F.
Example 3.1 . Let d = oo, x = {u, v} with u
<T
v, F = if,, f2} _ {u2 + v4 , uv}, and
g = u3 +U 2v + uv 3 . Then
g-•F
u2 v + uv 3 - uv44F O, on the reduction of g using
fl
once
followed by f2 three times . Alternatively, g .F uv3 - uv4 - vs*F
_V5,
on the reduction
of g using fl twice followed by f2 twice. Thus both 0 and -v5 are normal forms of g,
showing that the normal form of a polynomial g modulo a set F is not in general unique .
Lemma 3 .2 . If h is a normal form of g modulo F, then h may be obtained by a finite
sequence of reductions modulo F.
Proof. MinMon(gi_1) <T MinMon(gi) for each i in the transformation sequence g =_
9o-F91, 91-.F92, . . •-»F 9p =-
h . Hence the maximum number of transformations possible
in the sequence is given by the finite integer Ordinal(MinMon(h))-Ordinal(MinMon(g)) .
Definition 3 .3 . NormalForm(F, g) is some polynomial in Cd[x] which is a normal form of
g modulo F. If F = 0, then g = NormalForm(F, g) .
The above definitions have been concerned with reducing a polynomial g with respect
to a set of polynomials F . The following definition introduces another operation between
two polynomials, which will be important for constructing ordered standard bases of a
set .
Definition 3 .4 . The S-polynomial of two non-zero elements fl, f2 E Cd [x], written
SPoly(fl , f2), is given by
SPoIY(fi, f2) = 72u1Ofl - 71U20f2
where 7t = MinCoef(fi) and ui are monomial elements such that ui®MinMon(fi)
= LCM(f1 , f2) . Clearly MinMon(fi) <T MinMon(SPoly(fl, f2)) for each i = 1,2. If
f E Cd [x], then define SPoly(0, f) = SPoly(f, 0) = 0 .
Example 3.2. Let f1 = u 2 + v4 and f2 = uv, as in example 3 .1 . Then SPoly(fl, f2 ) =
v
5
with ul = v, u2 = u, 71 = 72 = 1, and LCM(f1i f2) = u 2v .
4. The standard basis of a set
In example 3 .1 it was shown that the normal form of a polynomial g modulo a set F is
not in general unique . The following definition characterizes certain sets, called ordered
standard bases, which will be important in section 5 for constructing the Boardman sym-
bols of singularities . Gröbner bases and ordered standard bases share similar properties,
some of which are discussed in section 8 below .
Definition 4 .1 . A set F = { f1 i . . ., f,n } of elements of Cd[x] is an ordered standard basis
if, and only if,
(91 - 92)=>FO
for all elements g1 i
92
and g belonging to Cd [x] such that
g1 and
92
are normal forms of g modulo F.
If a set F = { f1 i . . ., f,n } of elements of C d[x] is not an ordered standard basis, then al-
gorithm 4.1 below shows how to construct from F a new set G = {
g1, . . ., g,,,' }
of elements
of Cd[x] which is an ordered standard basis . Informally, the algorithm is as follows . Set
G = 0 and then repeat the following steps until F is empty. (1) Remove a minimum
monomial f from F and note its degree deg . (2) Form f := NormalForm(G, f) . If
the degree of the new f is greater than deg then (3) put f into F, otherwise (3') for
every element
g E G add SPoly(g, f) to F if it is non zero, and then add f to G . The
algorithm terminates with G containing an ordered standard basis of the set originally
in F . The following definition is employed in the algorithm .
Definition 4 .2 . Let F be a non empty set of elements { f1 i . . ., fm }
of Cd[x] . Then a
minimum polynomial of the set F, written MinPoly(F), is any element f E F for which
Ordinal(MinMon(f)) attains the minimum value over all elements f; E F of the integer
Ordinal(MinMon(f; )) .
The minimum polynomial of a set may not be unique, in which case only one minimal
polynomial is assumed . Uniqueness may be obtained by specifying some additional rule,
for example, by choosing the minimal polynomial f; having the smallest suffix i .
Algorithm 4 .1 : Ordered standard basis algorithm .
Initialise G := 0 ;
REPEAT
f := MinPoly(F) ;
delete f from F ;
deg := Degree(f)
;
f := NormalForm(G, f) ;
IF f # 0 THEN
IF Degree(f) > deg THEN add f to F ;
ELSE
FOR EACH g
E
G DO
g' := SPoly(9, f
)
IF g' # 0 THEN add g' to F ; END IF ;
END FOR ;
f := f/MinCoef(f) ; (* normalise MinCoef(f) to 1 *)
add f to G ;
END IF ;
END IF ;
UNTIL F = 0 ;
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For finite truncation degree d and sets of polynomials F, the algorithm terminates
in a finite number of steps for the following reasons . Each element f removed from F
and reduced modulo G is either added to G, or returned to F if it is non zero . In the
latter case, it is returned with a higher degree than it started with . Now Degree(f) is
bounded above by d, hence any polynomial element f E F cannot be removed from F,
reduced and then returned to F an indefinite number of times, but eventually must either
reduce to zero or get added to G . In this way the elements present at any stage in F are
guaranteed to be permanently removed at some later stage. This includes the non-zero
elements of SPoly(g, f) formed from f and the elements g E G, which are bounded in
degree and number because d > Degree(SPoly(g, f)) > Degree(h) . The latter inequality
arises because f is in normal form modulo G when SPoly(g, f) is calculated .
The normalisation of the elements of G performed in the algorithm is not necessary,
according to the definition of an ordered standard basis, but it is included to simplify
later calculations . An ordered standard basis in which each element is normalised will
be called a normalised basis .
In the remainder of this section, G will denote a set formed from F by the standard
basis algorithm. The following lemmata show that G is indeed a normalised basis .
Lemma 4.1 . The set G has the following properties :
(a) If
gi
and 92 E G, then SPoly(g1,g2)=:~GO
.
(b) If
91
and 92 E G, then SPoly(9i,92) C (G) d .
(c) (F)d = (G)d .
Proof. (a) Suppose that SPoly(g1,
92)
# 0 . Then at some stage during the construction
of G using algorithm 4 .1, SPoly(g 1 , g 2 ) is added to the set F. At one or more later stages
in the algorithm either it is reduced to zero, or it is reduced to a polynomial which is
added to G. Hence at the termination of the algorithm, the set G contains sufficient
elements to ensure that SPoly(gl, g2),GO .
(b) Follows directly from (a) .
(c) The elements of G are linear combinations of the elements of F . The converse is also
true, because each elementary reduction process is reversible . Thus the ideals are equal .
Lemma 4.2 . Let I be an index set, and let h =
>iEI
aiwi®gi be a linear combination
of elements gi E G with non zero coefficients ai E C and monomials wi E M[x], such
that for each i each term aiwi®gi of h has equal minimum monomial differing from
MinMon(h) . Then there exists an index set J together with a representation of h in the
form h = E,,, ßjwj®gj, with non zero coefficients ßj E C, monomials wj E M[x] and
elements 9j E G, such that MinMon(wi(ggi) <T MinMon(wj®gj) for each i E I and
jEJ .
Proof. Let I = iP } . Then
EiEI
ai = 0, because MinMon(h) # MinMon(wi (&gi)
for all i E I, and MinCoef(g) = 1 for each g E G. Hence, h may be written in the form
P
h = 1: ail (Wik
®
gill
- wil®9i 1 ) .
k=2
For each k = 2, . . .,p, the k-th bracketed term in this sum is a monomial multiple of the
S-polynomial SPoly(gi k , gi 1 ) . Hence by lemma 4 .1(b) each bracketed expression may be
replaced by a linear combination of elements of G with monomial and non zero constant
coefficients. Each of these combinations has a minimum monomial whose ordinal value
is greater than Ordinal(MinMon(wi,, ® gi,,)) . Hence, by linearity, h may be represented
in the form F_
jE
J ßjwi
®gj for some index set J, non zero coefficients ßj
and monomials
wj, where MinMon(wi®gi)
<T
MinMon(wj(ggj) for each j E J and i E I .
Lemma 4 .3 . Let I be an index set and h =
EiEJ
aiwi®gi be a linear combination of
elements gi E G, with non zero coefficients ai E C and monomials wi E M[x] . Then
there exists a monomial w E M[x] and an element g E G such that MinMon(h) _
MinMon(w®g) .
Proof. If, for some i, MinMon(h) = MinMon(wi®gi), then choose w and g accord-
ingly . Otherwise, pick out the largest subset J of I such that MinMon(wi ®9j) =
MinMon(wj (ggj ,) for all j and j' E J, and MinMon(wj(&gj) <T MinMon(wi(&gi) for all
j E J and i E I - J . Then the partial sum
h'
I:
ajwj®9j
,
jEJ
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obeys the conditions of lemma 4 .2, and thus may be rewritten as a linear combination
of products of monomials w E M [x] and elements g E G in which each product has a
minimum monomial of ordinal value greater than those in h' above . Thus h may be
rewritten in the form :
h = ~ ßk(wk®9k), ( 1 )
kEK
for some index set K, non zero coefficients
ßk
E C and monomials Wk E M[x] . Now if
there is no k such that MinMon(h) = MinMon(wk
(&
gk) ; then apply lemma 4 .2 again to
those k for which Ordinal(MinMon(wk(&gk)) attains the minimum value . Repeat this
process until h is of the form of equation(1) with at least one k such that MinMon(h) =
MinMon(wk(&gk), and then choose w and g accordingly . The repeated application of
lemma 4 .2 must stop in order to prevent the ordinal value of the minimum mono-
mials of each term in the summation of the right hand side of equation(1) exceeding
Ordinal(MinMon(h)) .
Lemma 4 .4 . Let hl and h2 be normal forms of h modulo G. Then MinMon(h l ) =
MinMon(h2), and MinCoef(hi) = MinCoef(h2) .
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that MinMon(hi) <T MinMon(h2), which
implies that MinMon(hi) = MinMon(hl - h2) . Also, h1 = h - EiEl aiui®gi, and
h2 = h - Ej EJ
ßj
vi ®gj , where I and J are index sets, the ai and ßj are non zero
constants, and the ui and vj are monomials in M[x] . Hence
h1
-
h2 =
1:
7kwk®gk, (2)
kEK
where K is another index set, the yk are non zero constants, and the wk are in M[x] . Thus
by lemma 4.3, there exists w E M[x] and g E G such that MinMon(hi) = MinMon(wg),
and hence h1 is reducible modulo G, contrary to the assumption of being in normal form .
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Thus MinMon(hi) = MinMon(h2) . Suppose now that MinCoef(hi)
0
MinCoef(h2), so
that MinMon(h i ) = MinMon(hl - h2) . Then from equation(2) and lemma 4 .3 it follows
that both h1 and h2 are reducible modulo G, contrary to the assumption of being normal
forms of h modulo G.
Lemma 4.5. G is a normalised basis .
Proof. Let h1 and h2 be normal forms of h modulo G. From lemma 4 .4 and equation
(2), it is clear that (h1 - h2):*GO . Thus G is a normalised basis as claimed .
Example 4.1 . Let d = oo, x = {u, v} with u <T v, and F = {u2 + v4 , uv} as in
example 3.1 . Then LCM(u2 + v4,
UV)
= u2 v and SPoly(u2 + v4,
UV)
= 0 . The set
G = {u2 + v4 , uv, v 5 } is a normalised basis derived from F. For any h E C[x] such that
Degree(h) > 5, h :*GO .
5. The Boardman symbol of a singularity
Let
0
: C' C be a singularity of finite determinacy k, and let x = {x ; li = 1, . . ., n}
denote a system of local coordinates for the singularity
0 with critical point at the origin
x = 0. Let (ôm) denote the Jacobian ideal generated by set {ôq5} of the first derivatives
of the singularity 0 . The condition of finite determinacy implies that the dimension of
the quotient space C[x]/(ôm) is finite . This number is called the multiplicity or Milnor
number (Arnol'd et . al ., 1985; Poston & Stewart, 1978) of the singularity ¢ . Define a
set of quotient spaces
Vr 0 =
J' (0' [XI / ( ,90»,
r = 0, . . ., k,
and denote the dimension of each space Vr¢ by cod rç ; thus codrq = dim(Vrç) .
Definition 5.1, (Gibson, 1979) . The Boardman symbol of ß is the ordered set of integers
{codoO, cod, 0, cod20, . . .} .
For all singularities
ß
of finite determinacy k, codoo = 1, and
Er=o
codrç is equal
to the multiplicity of ¢, and codro = 0 for all r > k + 1 . For some singularities
0
of
determinacy k, codk4 = 0, in which case this term may be omitted from the Boardman
symbol of 0 . (The infinite tail of zero entries in the Boardman symbol of a finitely
determined singularity is generally omitted .) If a singularity ¢ does not have finite
determinacy, then codrO > 0 for all r . The Boardman symbol of a singularity is an
invariant under diffeomorphism (Gibson, 1979) .
For the simple singularities and exceptional singularities of modality < 2 classified by
Arnol'd (Arnol'd et .al.,1985), (and probably many other singularities), each singularity
type both determines and is determined by its Boardman symbol . A singularity which
arises in a practical application of catastrophe theory (in modelling some physical system)
can be expected to belong to Arnol'd's comprehensive classification list, and thus may be
identified by calculating its Boardman symbol . For bivariate singularities, a calculational
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short-cut known as Siersma's trick provides an efficient way to calculate the cod,.4 .
Briefly, this consists of forming linear combinations of the first derivatives of
0
such that
each linear combination consists of one monomial with a non zero coefficient, and other
terms, if present, are of higher degree . Multiples of these monomials are eliminated from
the set of monomials in J' M[x], where s is taken to be sufficiently large to ensure it is
greater than the singularity determinacy. The set of monomials left in J'M[x] after the
elimination form an unfolding basis for the singularity, in which the number of monomials
of degree r is equal to cod,-0 ; see Poston & Stewart(1978) for more details and examples .
A limitation of Siersma's trick is that only one monomial of least degree is allowed
in each linear combination of derivatives of a singularity . However, if a suitable total
degree ordering is imposed upon the local coordinates of the singularity, then an ordered
standard basis of the Jacobian ideal can be calculated, and the Boardman symbol may
be found from this . The following algorithm assumes that the determinacy k of the
singularity ¢ is known .
Algorithm 5 .1 .
Step 1: Set F = {O }, and impose a total degree ordering on the local coordinates
x = {x1, . . ., x„} . Work in Cd[x] with d = k + 1 and truncated multiplication ® after the
derivatives have been calculated .
Step 2: From F, calculate a normalised basis G .
Step 3: Find a set Y = {y E M[x] I Aw E M[x] or g E G such that y = w®MinMon(g)} .
Then the set of monomials in Y is an unfolding basis for 0, and codr ç = cardinality{y E
Y I y E Mt [x]} for all r = 0, . . ., k .
Thus in Step 3 of the algorithm, the minimum monomials of the elements of the nor-
malised standard basis G replace the monomials used in Siersma's trick . (Proof that
codrç is calculated correctly is given below .)
In practice if the determinacy is not known in advance, then a value of d greater than
the estimated value of k is used, and a check is made to see whether coddo = 0 . If
coddO # 0, then the algorithm is repeated with larger d's until a d is found such that
coddo = 0 for some d . Clearly, to keep the complexity of the calculations down, the
closer that the initial d is to k + 1 the better .
Variations of the above algorithm are possible . For example, it may be more efficient
to check more than once if coddO vanishes, as effectively occurs in algorithm 5 .2 below,
which uses the following definition .
Definition 5 .2. Let G = {gl, . . ., g,,, } denote a non empty set of elements of C[x] . Then
define MinMon(G) - {MinMon(g)jg E G} .
With this extension of the definition of MinMon to sets of polynomials the quotient set
Mr[x]/(MinMon(G)) = {y E Mr[x] I Bw E M[x] or g E G such that y = w.MinMon(g)},
becomes well defined and is clearly a basis for the quotient space Hr[x]/(MinMon(G)) .
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Algorithm 5 .2 : Boardman symbol algorithm .
Initialise r = 0, d = oo, and cod 0 = 1 . Work in a fixed system of local coordinates x =
{xl , . . ., x„}, with a total degree ordering on the monomials formed from the coordinate
variables . Expand 0 as a Taylor series and set
F = { 1901, G = 0 . Then
REPEAT
WHILE Degree(F) = r DO
f := MinPoly(F) ;
delete f from F ;
REPEAT
reduce f modulo G : f-G f ;
UNTIL f := 0 OR Degree(f) > r OR f := NormalForm(G, f) ;
IF Degree(f) > r THEN
add f to F
ELSIF f ~ 0 THEN
FOR EACH g E G DO
g' := SPoly(g,
f ) ;
IF g'
0
0 THEN add g' to F ; END IF ;
END FOR ;
f := f/MinCoef(f) ;
add f to G ;
END IF ;
END WHILE ;
cod r q := cardinality{M r [x]/(MinMon(G))} ;
r :=r+ 1 ;
UNTIL cod rq = 0 ;
For singularities of finite determinacy this algorithm will terminate . A description of
the algorithm is as follows . For a given r, starting at r = 1, the elements of f E F
which have degree r are reduced modulo G, one at a time, until f = 0, Degree(f) > r,
or f cannot be reduced further . In the latter case f is in reduced form modulo G, and
is added to G after the set of S-polynomials of f and elements of G have been found .
When there are no elements in F of degree r, then codr4 is evaluated . If cod r ¢ is zero
the algorithm terminates, otherwise r is incremented by 1, and the process is repeated
with this new r .
In practice a finite d is always used, and calculations are performed with d-jets after
the derivatives {ó0} have been evaluated . The algorithm then terminates either when
r > d, or codr O = 0 . In the former case, the whole procedure has to be repeated from
the beginning with a higher initial d value .
The Boardman symbol algorithm, with minor modifications, has been implemented by
the author in the computer algebra language REDUCE 3 .3, details of which are available
from the author by request .
6. Proof of the Boardman symbol algorithm
The proof that algorithm 5 .2 yields the Boardman symbol when applied to a singularity
will be split into several parts . First it is clear that the algorithm terminates for a sin-
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gularity of finite determinacy .
Lemma 6 .1 . If the algorithm terminates before F
is empty, then (F) C (G) .
Proof. If the algorithm terminates before F = 0, then it terminates at some
r such that
cod,. = 0, which implies that Or [x] E (G) . But at termination, each element
f E F is of
order r + 1, and so is contained in Or+l [x] . Hence (F) C (G) .
Lemma 6.2 . (ô0) = ( G) .
Proof. This follows from the Lemma 4 .1 and Lemma 6 .1 .
Lemma 6 .3 . Suppose the algorithm terminates at r = R
. Then
codr ç = cardinality{M' [x]/(MinMon(G))} Vr
= 0, . . . , R .
Proof. Consider the quotient space Yr[x] = Or[x]/(G) . By definition, no element
y E Yr [x]
contains a monomial term which can be written in the form aw.MinMon(g)
where a is a non zero constant, w a monomial and g E G (for otherwise y = y'+ aw .g,
for some y') . Thus Yr[x] may be identified with the quotient space Or [x]/ (MinMon(G)) .
Hence
codrç = dim(Jr(Or[x]/(ôh)))
• dim(Jr(Or[x]/(G))), (by lemma 6 .2),
• dim(Jr(Or[x]/(MinMon(G))))
• dim(Hr [x]/(MinMon(G))),
• cardinality{Mr[x]/(MmMon(G)) } .
7 . An example : calculating the Boardman symbol of J10 .
The following example sketches the calculation of the Boardman symbol for the bivariate
modal singularity J10 , which has the normal form «(x, y) = x3
+ ax2y2 + ys,
with (a # 0
and 4a3 + 27 # 0) . To simplify the presentation, normalisations of polynomials will be
performed without explicit mention, and calculations will be in C[x] . The first derivatives
of the singularity are :
1001
= {3x 2
+ 2axy2 , 2ax2 y + 6y5} .
Thus start the algorithm with
F - {ô4} - { f1, f2} _ {x2 +
(2a/3)xy 2 , x2y+ (3/a)y5 } .
Step r = 0 . There are no terms in F of degree 0, so codoç = 1 and the unfolding term
of degree 0 is 1 .
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Step r = 1 . There are no terms in F of degree 1, so cods¢ = 2 with unfolding terms of
degree 1 given by {x,y} .
Step r = 2 . There is one term in F of degree 2,
fl
= x2 + (2a/3)xy 2 . This is put into
G because the latter is empty (hence f1-Gfl) . Thus G
N {gl = x 2 + (2a/3)xy
2 }, F H
{f2 = x 2y+ (3/a)y 5 }, cod20 = 2 and the unfolding terms of degree 2 are {xy, y2} .
Step r = 3 . There is one term in F of degree 3, viz . f2 = x 2 y + (3/a)y 5 ; remove it from
F . Now G is non empty, and
f2.Gf3 = (2a/3)xy3 - (3/a)y 5
- xy 3 - (9/2a2)y 5 . This
new f3 is of degree 4, thus it is put into F. Thus by this stage, G = {gl}, F ~-' { f3 =
xy3 - (9/2a 2 )y5}, cod30 = 2 and the unfolding terms of degree 3 are {xy2,
y3} .
Step r = 4 . There is one term in F of degree 4, viz. f3 = xy3 - (9/2a 2)y 5 ; remove it
from F . It cannot be reduced using elements of G, so set
92
= f3 . Now
SPoly(g1, g2) = y3g1 - xg2 =
(2a/3)xy5 + (9/2a 2 )xy5 _ xy5 if 4a3 + 27 7-' 0 .
Add this degree 6 polynomial to F. Then G = {g 1i g 2 }, F r-+ {f4 = xy 5 }, cod 4 ç = 1
and the unfolding term of degree 4 is {y4 } .
Step r = 5 . There are no terms in F of degree 5, so
cod5q5 = 1 and the unfolding term
of degree 5 is {y5} .
Step r = 6 . There is one term in F of degree 6, viz. f4 = xy 5 ; remove it from F .
Now f4-Gf5 = y 292 - f4 _ y7 , which is of degree greater than r, so add it to F. Then
G = 19 1, g2}, F ~--r
if
5 = y7}, cods¢ = 1 and the unfolding term of degree 6 is {y6} .
Step r = 7 . There is one term in F of degree 7, viz. f5 = y7 ; remove it from F . It cannot
be reduced using G, so set g3 = f5 . It is not necessary to calculate SPoly(g l ,93) and
SPol y(g2 ) g 3 ), because cod70 = 0 using the basis G = 191, 92, g3 } . Thus G is an ordered
basis for the singularity
J10 in the coordinate system given above .
In summary, for the singularity
J10 = x3 +ax
2 y 2 +y 6 ,
with (a
0
0 and 4a 3 +27 # 0),
an ordered standard is G = Ix2 +(2a/3)xy 2 , xy3-(9/2a2)y5,
y7},
the Boardman symbol
is {1, 2, 2, 2, 1,1,1}, and an unfolding basis is given by {1, x, y, xy, y
2 , xy 2 , ya y4 ys y6}
Note that the condition 4a3 + 27 # 0 arises from the r = 4 step of the above al-
gorithm. The condition a
:A 0 is used in the above algorithm when normalising some
polynomials . However it cannot be dispensed with by performing the calculations with-
out normalisation, for it is straightforward to verify that the the Boardman symbol for
the J10 singularity with a = 0, viz .
X3
+ y6 , is given by {1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 11 .
8 . Relationship to the theory of Gröbner bases
The theory of normalised bases developed in this paper for application to catastrophe
theory is closely related to that of Gröbner bases (Buchberger, 1985), especially when
the latter is applied to question concerning the solvability of a finite system of algebraic
equations. The crucial difference is that for the theory of normalised bases, the reduction
of polynomials is performed with reference to the minimum monomial of an element in
a normalised basis. The corresponding operation for Gröbner bases is a reduction using
the maximum monomial, (called the LeadingPowerProduct ), of an element of a Gröbner
basis. In the theory of Gröbner bases, reduction via the LeadingPowerProduct guarantees
that the construction of a Gröbner basis from a finite set of finite degree polynomials
terminates in a finite number of steps . In applications to solve systems of polynomi-
als a global result is required, viz ., all solutions of the system of polynomials. For the
standard basis algorithm, working with d = oo, the normalised basis set obtained from
the first derivatives of a singularity 0 is guaranteed to be finite if the singularity has
finite determinacy k, reflecting the concern of catastrophe theory for the local properties
of singularities . This contrast between local and global properties is illustrated by the
following two similar results .
Lemma 8.1, (Buchberger, 1985). Let F be a finite set If,, . . . fm } of finite degree polyno-
mials in C[x], and G a Gröbner basis derived from F . Then the set F has finitely many
solutions to the m coupled equations f; = 0, (i = 1, . . ., m), ( and hence each such solu-
tion is isolated, but may be degenerate) if and only if for all i in the range 1 < i < n, a
monomial of the form x ;' occurs in the leading power products of the polynomials in G .
An analogous result in catastrophe theory is the following .
Lemma 8.2. Let G be a normalised basis derived from the set of first derivatives of the
singularity
0
E C[x] with critical point x = 0 . Then ¢ has finite determinacy (and hence
an isolated singularity at x = 0) if and only if for all i in the range 1 < i < n, a monomial
of the form xf' occurs in MinMon(G) .
Proof. If one or more such monomials were not present in MinMon(G), then
ß
would
have infinite multiplicity . Hence
0
would neither have finite determinacy nor possess an
isolated critical point at x = 0 .
The theory developed above for ordered standard bases could be brought closer to the
theory of Gröbner bases if definition 3 .1(b) is modified to
Definition 3 .1(b') . g . f,,o,,, if and only if 3u E M[x],
ß E C
and a monomial w in g with
non zero coefficient, such that w = u ® MinMon(f) and ß = Coef(g, w)/MinCoef(f
) .
Under this alternative definition of reduction, the normal form of a polynomial modulo
an ordered standard basis is unique, (c .f . lemma 4 .4) . An analogous result holds in
the theory of Gröbner bases . (Note that the elements of Y''[x] = Or[x]I(G) could be
regarded as the set of normal forms of elements in O" [x] modulo G using the alternative
definition 3.1(b') for reduction .) The slightly weaker definition 3 .1(b) was used in this
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paper for two reasons . First, it is sufficient for the application of ordered standard bases
to catastrophe theory. Second, fewer checks are generally required to test whether a
given polynomial is reducible. Consequently fewer reduction operations are expected,
requiring less computer time for their performance . However, this gain may be offset by
greater computer memory requirements . (Similar remarks apply to hand calculations!)
Many algorithms developed for Gröbner bases are expected to have analogues which will
be useful in the application of ordered standard bases to catastrophe theory .
Millington & Wright(1985) discuss the classification problem for catastrophes, and
describe an Algol program for calculating the following topological invariants of a catas-
trophe : corank, codimension, local and strong determinacy . Their program, a re-
implementation of an earlier Algol program given as Appendix 1 of Poston & Stew-
art(1978), used gaussian reduction of a matrix . They suggest that Gröbner bases could
be used for greater efficiency . Armbruster(1985) and Armbruster & Kredel(1986) discuss
the use of Gröbner bases for constructing universal unfoldings of singularities .
Millington & Wright(1985) also discuss the mapping problem, (finding a diffeomor-
phism which maps a catastrophe to normal form, in general the diffeomorphism is not
unique), and they suggest a Taylor series approach . Wright & Dangelmayer(1985a,
1985b) give algorithms for approximating the mapping of a univariate catastrophe to
normal form, and give truncation criteria for performing this exactly to some finite
degree in the unfolding parameters . The truncation criteria are generalised to all catas-
trophes by Cowell & Wright(1989a, 1989b). An experimental computer algebra package,
CATFACT, written in REDUCE 3 .2 (Cowell &Wright, 1989c) performs the recognition
of elementary catastrophes and their mapping to normal form . The recognition part of
the CATFACT package uses special properties of the elementary catastrophes, and is
slower and less general than the Boardman symbol algorithm presented in this paper .
Cowell & Wright(1989c) suggest a more general and efficient recognition and reduction
package could be developed which follows these three steps : (i) use the Boardman symbol
algorithm to classify the catastrophe, (ii) apply the splitting lemma to remove inessential
variables, and (iii) transform the core unfolding to normal form . Experience gained from
developing the CATFACT package suggests that each singularity type will need its own
special procedure in order to effect stage (iii) . However this has not been proven, and
it remains an open question as to whether it is possible to construct a general set of
algorithms to solve both the recognition and mapping problems, using ordered standard
bases and Gröbner bases .
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